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Abstract. It is proved that A(@‘, 0, k) = A(8’ .B, k) is a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
scattering amplitude A(@, 8, k) to correspond to a spherically symmetric potential q(r) = q(jzI). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
[v* + h2 - q(z)]u = 0 in R3 (1) 
u = exp(ik8. z) + A(e’, 19, k)r-‘eik’ + o(r-‘), as r = 1x1 - co, e’ = r-lx, (2) 
where 0 and 8’ are unit vectors, B’,B E S*. Assume q = ?j E L2(Ba), B, = {z : ]z] 2 a}, 
a > 0 is an arbitrary large number, q = 0 in Bi := R3 \ B,. If q(z) = q(r), that is q is 
spherically symmetric, then it is well known that 
Ace’, e, k) = _4(e’ . 8; k) (3) 
where 8’ .O is the inner product of two vectors. 
The basic results of this paper are: i) (3) is not only a necessary but also a sufficient 
condition for a scattering amplitude A(e’, 8, k) to correspond to a spherically symmetric 
potential; ii) a similar result for scattering by an obstacle. 
To formulate this second result let 
(V’+k*)u=O in D’:=R3\D, UN+CU=O on l? (1’) 
and let (2) hold. Here D is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary P, C = const: 
ImC 2 0, N is the unit outer normal to l?. The results i) and ii) can now be formulated. 
THEOREM 1. If7 q(z) = q(r) equation (3) holds for all k > 0 and all e’, e E S*. 
THEOREM 2. Iff I’ is a sphere equation (3) holds for a fixed k > 0 and all e,e’ E S*. 
In section II proofs are given. Related results for scattering by a reflecting body are in 
[I], [2], and fixed k uniqueness and reconstruction results are in [3], [4]. From Theorem 2 
the result of [2] and Theorems 1, 2 of [l] follow for C = 0 and C = co. 
II. PROOFS 
1. Proof of Theorem 1. The scattering amplitude is 
-4wA(B’, 8, k) = J exp(-ike’ . E)U(T, 8, k)q(r)dx. B. (4) 
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It is known that 
u(z, 8, k) = exp(ikB . z)[l + o(l)] as k + 00. 
Take 8,6’ E S2 and k -+ 00 such that 
k(t’- 0’) = p, 0 = B(k), 8 = O’(k), 
(5) 
(6) 
where p E R3 is an arbitrary given vector. One has 
p.p=p2= k22(1 - 0. O’), so that 0.0’ = 1 - $. 
If (3) holds then (4) can be written as 
(7) 
-r,a(l-$,k) =J,. dzq(z)exp(ip. z)[l+ o(l)]. (8) 
Let k + +m in (8) while (6) holds. Then 
%qIPI) = -47r ,“Tm A I ( -$I;> =/,. &q(z) exp(ip . z) := j(p). (9) 
k(8-B’)=p 
The limit on the left side of (9) exists since the limit on the right side of (8) exists. Since 
the function $~(]p]) depends on ]p] being a limit of a function of IpI, one concludes from (9) 
that i(p) = IUPI~ so that i(p) = J(IpI). This implies that q(z) = q(]t]). The theorem is 
proved. 
REMARK 1: The above argument and the theorem remain valid for q(z) which is not com- 
pactly supported but a short range, for example, Iq(z)I 5 c(1 + ]z])-~, b > 3, c = const > 0. 
REMARK 2: If q = q(r) then the standard formula for A(6’, 0, k) is 
A(#‘, 0, k) = 527~ + l)an(k)Pn(O. 8’) 
VI=0 
where p,(z) are Legendre’s polynomials and a,,(k) are some numbers. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.: Note that 
4aA(B’, 0, k) = 
I 
u(< + &)&(O’, s)ds, $0 := exp(-ik0’ . s). (10) 
r 
The set {u(s,e)} V0 E S2, where S2 is the unit sphere in R3, is complete in L2(I’) (see 
Lemma 1 below). Integrate (10) in 0’ over S2 and use (3) to get 
4nA 0 := 4n 
I 
A(0’ . 0, k)dO’ = J d4s)(f + ~N)~O(~l4). s= r (11) 
Here A0 does not depend on 0, jo(klsl) is the spherical Bessel function, and we have used 
the well known expansion of $0 in the spherical harmonics. Denote g := g(r) := g(]z]) = 
(4*r)-’ exp(ikr), P = ]zJ. Th en use the boundary condition (1’) to get 
J u(C + aN)gds = I- J r [b(C’+ &v>s - s(C + a~>4 ds 
= 
J 
r [tide, S)(f + aN)g - df + ~N)'!'O(~~ S>l ds 
: 
/ 
D [+o(e, z)(V’ + k2)g - g(V2 + k2)+o(& z)] dl: 
=- J $,(e, +)6(r)dz = -$o(O, 0) = -1. D (12) 
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Therefore (11) and (12) imply 
0 = 
J 
r dsu(s, 0) {CC + 8,) bo(~l4) + 4~~40L7(lSl)]}~ 
Since the set {u(s,e)} V6’ E S” is complete in L’(I), it follows that 
(C + &v) lio(klsl) + Aos(lsl)l = 0 on I’. 
II=11 f(m) II h w ere r = f(o) is an equation of a part of I near crc. Then, for sufficiently 
small E > 0, the equation R - E =(I f(a) II h as a family of solutions {a} = {o(e)}. Pick 
any two of them, ~1 and 02, such that N(si) . f’(s~) # N(s2) . f’(sz), where N(s) is the 
outer unit normal to I? at the point s, f’(s) := f(s)]f(s)]-‘, and sj E I? are points with 
coordinates (rj, aj), rj := f(aj), j = 1,2. For these points on I?, si and ss, equation (13) 
yields a contradiction, which proves that I’ is a sphere. Indeed, write (13) as 
C= b4 -- 
4 
= -+(s) . f’(s), 4 := jo(klsl) + Aos(lsl) (14) 
where the prime denotes differentiation in Is]. Since C = const, ]si I = Isal = R-e, 4’(lsl) # 0, 
and N(sr).f’(si) # N(s2).f”(s2) equation (14) yields the desired contradiction which proves 
that I? is a sphere in a neighborhood of any local maximum of the function r = j(o). This 
and the local continuity of f(o) imply that r is a sphere. Theorem 2 is proved. 
LEMMA 1. The set {u(s,B)} ‘~‘8 E S2 is complete in L2(r). Here u(s,0) is the solution to 
(~‘,wJ 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1: Suppose to the contrary that there is a function f E L?(r), f $ 0, 
such that Jr U(S, 0)fds = 0 ve E S 2. Then the function W(Z) := Jr G(+, s)f(s)ds = 0 in 
D’. Here G is the Green function: (V2 + L2)G = -a(~: - y) in D, GN + (‘G = 0 on r, G 
satisfies the radiation condition, and we used the formula: G = *~(a, -e, k) + o(r-1) 
as 1.~1 = P - co, zr-’ = 0 [5, p. 4G], and Rellich’s lemma [5, p. 251. Let 21 solve the 
problem (V2 + k2) v = 0 in D’, ‘UN + <v = f on r, v satisfies the radiation condition. 
Green’s formula yields v(z) = - Jr G(z, s)(VN + Cv)ds = - Jr G(z, s)fds := -W(Z). Thus 
f = (VN +Cv)lr = -(w, + <w)Ir = 0 because w E 0 in D’. This completes the proof which 
is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in [6] (see also [7]) 
REMARK 3: The author thinks that the result of [3] allows one to prove that q = q(r) iff 
(3) holds for all 0’, 0 E S2 and a fixed R > 0 (provided that q = 0 for r > a). Such a result 
would give a refinement of Theorem 3 in [l] 
REMARK 4: An identity similar to (12) has been used in [l]. 
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